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Employers Hiring of
Pharmacy Staff

President’s Message
Dear friends and
fellow
pharmacist
hello again. Fall/Autumn is finally here
and we are beginning to feel the cold
winds and also see
the beautiful change in foliage.
October is American Pharmacists
month and we celebrate our profession as pharmacists for our role
as an integral part of the health
care team. We continue to serve
our patients in different immeasurable roles through patient care and
education, vaccination and disease management care to mention a few areas. October 12th we

celebrated Women’s pharmacist
day. Happy Women’s Pharmacist
Day to my fellow pharmacist.
I encourage us all to continue providing the same care and
support to our patients as well as
recognizing self care for ourselves
as we also celebrate in October
Breast Cancer awareness month.
We stand with survivors, we share
the pain of loved ones and continue to bring awareness to women
and reduce the stigma of breast
cancer.
On business and professional
aspects of our practice, we continue to see the widespread unfair
treatment of pharmacy practices
continued on page 22
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PSSNY
President’s Message

There have been many inquiries on
the hiring a pharmacy manager, a staff
pharmacist or a pharmacy technician.
The Drug Enforcement Administration
(DEA) has regulations pertaining to the
hiring of pharmacy staff members.
The DEA regulations found in Title
21, Code of Federal Regulations (21CFR)
Sections 1301.90 through 1301.93 has
clearly outlined who can be hired to work
in an environment that handles controlled
substances in Schedules II through V like
a pharmacy. You could buy the paper
version of these regulations through
the Government Printing Office or other
internet retail sites or you can go to the
DEA Office of Diversion Control website.
21CFR Section 1301.90 covers
the “Employee Screening Procedures”
outlines the requirements of a pharmacy
employer or registrant to determine the

IF THERE IS A “D” OR “VD” ON YOUR LABEL...
YOU’RE DELIQUENT OR VERY DELIQUENT. PLEASE REMIT.
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CALL 1-800-632-8822

Pharmacy Benefit Managers
Update on Recent Lawsuits

How To Survive A
DEA Inspection Series:
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For over 60 years, Kinray has been the full-line, full-service
pharmaceutical wholesaler for independent pharmacies.
877.857.9881 | www.kinray.com | email us at allaboutyou@kinray.com
© 2014 Cardinal Health. All rights reserved. KINRAY and the Kinray LOGO are trademarks or registered trademarks of Cardinal Health. All other marks are the property of their respective owners.
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Pharmacy Benefit Managers
Update on Recent Lawsuits
For the past two months I have been reporting on
two lawsuits involving Pharmacy Service Administrative
Organizations (“PSAOs”) that carry the promise of
shedding some much needed light on the relationships
between PSAOs and PBMs. As noted in those prior
reports, things tend to move slow in federal court. That
continues to hold true, as I have nothing to report on
the progress of those PSAO based cases. There have
been no setbacks, but alas no progress. So, this month
I report on an interesting case that involves a battle over
a PBM’s pharmacy audit findings, the proof underlying
those findings, and whether if even proven to be true, a
PBM can recover for itself the monies at issue.
Precision Rx Compounding LLC et al. v. Express
Scripts Holding Company et al., Civ. No. 4:16-cv-00069
(Eastern District Missouri). This case dates back to 2016
when two compounding pharmacies alleged that Express
Scripts was engaged in an unlawful scheme to remove
small compounding pharmacies from the market in favor
of pharmacies in which Express Scripts holds a financial
interest. Not one to back down from a good fight, Express
Scripts filed a counterclaim against the pharmacies
alleging that the pharmacies owe over a million dollars tied
to adverse audit findings and reversed claims.
This past summer, Express Scripts asked the court
to enter judgment in its favor, pointing to evidence that,
according to Express Scripts, conclusively supports: (1)
its audit findings and the reversed claims; and (2) the
pharmacies’ failure to pay the amounts allegedly due to
Express Scripts. Not backing down, the pharmacies
recently argued that Express Scripts’ “proof” falls far
short of supporting judgment in favor of Express Scripts.
They note that the audit “findings” fall into the following
ten categories: (1) “other”; (2) Unauthorized Mail, (3)
So Signature Log/Missing Prescriptions/Not Picked Up/
No record of Fill, (4) Overbilled Quantity, (5) Compound
Documentation Required, (6) Non-FDA/OTC, (7) IRXInvalid Prescription/Incomplete Scripts, (8) No Response
to Audit; (9) Reversed Claims, (10) Use as Directed.
In contesting the “proof” submitted by Express
Scripts, the pharmacies argue that “[f]or many of
these discrepancy types, it is entirely unclear what the
discrepancy type means and none of the documents

submitted by Express Scripts . . . clarify that meaning.”
As an example, the pharmacies note that the category
“OTH” is defined to mean “Miscellaneous Discrepancy
– Prescription was submitted with a discrepancy not
otherwise noted,” leaving the pharmacies with no basis
to contest or otherwise respond to the finding.
As for the “Unauthorized Mail” category, the
pharmacies argue that Express Scripts has failed to
identify the states at issue and that such an omission is
material as there are states that allow some shipments
from unlicensed pharmacies. Further, the pharmacies
argue that there is no proof that the out-of-state patients
did not receive the scripts or asked for a refund, thus
calling into question whether Express Scripts has
suffered any financial harm.
Along those same lines, the pharmacies advance
the interesting overall argument that, even assuming the
proof supports the audit findings, there is no proof that
Express Scripts suffered any financial harm as a result of
each “discrepant” claim. This argument ties into the fact
that Express Scripts uses its clients’ (i.e., plan sponsors’)
money to reimburse pharmacies.
Specifically, the
pharmacies argue that Express Scripts “has adduced
precisely zero evidence that it repaid the Plan-monies
to the relevant Plans, which monies were received by
ESI and used to pay the Pharmacies . . . . Had the
Pharmacies never (as they alleged are alleged to have
done) breached, ESI would have received the PlanMonies, pocketed the spread, and paid the remainder
to the Pharmacies. It would never have received the
additional million dollars (plus) from the Pharmacies, as it
will if its Motion is granted.” (Emphasis Original). Thus,
absent proof that Express Scripts reimbursed its clients
for all the discrepant claims, the pharmacies argue that
Express Scripts has not lost any money as a result of
those discrepant claims. While the Plans may have paid
for claims that they should not have paid for, Express
Scripts apparently has not claimed that it is seeking
recoveries on behalf of those plans.
Take Aways: It’s ugly out there. Even if you think you
have a solid case against a PBM and elect to sue that
PBM, you must factor in the possibility that that PBM will
sue you (via a counterclaim) for any outstanding audit
continued on page 22
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Treasurer’s
Corner
EXPANSION OR CONTRACTION
Stony Brook University announced this month of the
suspension of its announced planned opening of a School
of Pharmacy, budget deficits were cited as a partial reason
for the suspension. Perhaps there are other considerations
for the closing, perhaps the proliferation of new pharmacy
schools in New York State and elsewhere in this country. I
think perhaps we are seeing finally a halt to this burgeoning
expansion of pharmacy schools in New York State, churning
out pharmacy grads into an increasingly crowded New York
marketplace there are 138 pharmacy schools in the United
States as reported by the American Association of Colleges
of Pharmacy, producing 14,500 Pharm D. grads last year.
This is compared to around 70 pharmacy schools at the turn
of this century, turning out around 7,000 Pharm D.’s
The predictions for pharmacy’s future in 2000 pointed
to a critical shortage of pharmacists, leading to a rush to increase the number of pharmacy schools to meet the manpower needs of this vital sector of healthcare. The concern was with the graying of America, senior citizen growth
from the baby boomer generation, they would be in need
of greater amounts of pharmaceutical care, overwhelming
the system. Okay so here we are 15 years into this expected boom ,the boom has not reached the expected level of

PSSNY Albany
Legislative Report
This is an update on several key issues, which affect the
practice of pharmacy here in New York State. You should
already be familiar with the terms relating to these proposed
pieces of legislation.

NATIONAL FRONT OPENS UP IN THE
BATTLE TO LICENSE PBMS IN THE STATES
The challenge to preserve community pharmacies as a
viable business model just got even bigger now that CVS
Health-Aetna has the green light from the U.S. Justice Department.
Here in New York the Superintendent of Financial Ser-
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need, most baby boomers are into their retirements and
the next wave of reaching retirement age are a smaller
group. The question is, does this mean we will be left with
a glut of pharmacists looking for the dwindling jobs?
Speaking with a good friend working within the chain
pharmacy market, he informed me that there were layoffs
happening corporately, with the aim slim and trim, long
gone were the large signing bonuses, car leases previously used as incentives to recent graduates 15 years ago to
entice them to go the chain pharmacist route. Increased
automation and the increased use of pharmacy techs by
the chains have also contributed to the smaller number of
pharmacists required by the chain pharmacies.
Perhaps this suspension at Stony Brook University’s
pharmacy program is a foreshadowing of future closures
we will be seeing as pharmacy goes through a correction
period. The predictions did not seem to take into consideration the technological innovations we are experiencing
and the increased efficiencies that have changed the manpower needs for pharmacists. We are facing many challenges to our profession, challenges to expand our perception of what pharmacy practice encompasses, moving
into a more collaborative role, working with physicians as
specialist practitioners in their office setting. The answer is
not yet clear, whether or not we will see a continuing overproduction of pharmacy graduates or a Pharmacy Renaissance. I guess time will tell and it may be at the peril of the
pharmacy students already working through the pharmacy
education pipeline.
- Bill Scheer, R.Ph.
© 2018, Bill Scheer
vices (Insurance) is knowledgeable about PBMs and is concerned about the impact of the CVS Health-Aetna merger on
local pharmacies. Superintendent Vullo has publicly stated
her support for PBM licensure, and at the October 18th hearing conducted by DFS in New York City, questions she asked
demonstrated her keen insight into PBM business practices
and areas of concern.
At this point thirty-eight states have enacted some form
of PBM regulation including a number that require licensure,
but none have been effective in reining them in. Developments earlier this year in Ohio and West Virginia suggest that
the PBM Achilles heel may just be in Medicaid managed care
because taxpayer dollars fund government programs and
the government’s money should not be used to feather PBM
nests with millions of taxpayer dollars.
Mixed in with these favorable developments is some negative national news. The National Council of Insurance Legislators (NCOIL) is developing a model PBM licensure and
regulation bill entitled “The (state) Pharmacy Benefit Manger
Licensure and Regulation Act.” A discussion draft was circulated at NCOIL’s May 8th meeting in New Orleans and a
continued on page 21
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Expired Rx Returns Solutions
Now Available!

Customers can track returns online using our Proprietary Online Software
which is custom build on demand reporting software system!
Check it out at:

www.OmegaRxReturns.com
Inventory Service

On-site and Mail-in Services

Narcotics & Controlled Substance Over $1.5 billion processed says we’re serious
Solutions
Red Bag and Medical Waste
Disposable Services

15 years of service says we’re dedicated
We will cater and customize
to meet your needs.

Call us to get started today: 201.222.3800
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NEED HELP WITH SPECIALTY PHARMACY?
INTRODUCING

A SPECIALTY PHARMACY PROGRAM SUPPORT HUB
DESIGNED FOR INDEPENDENT PHARMACIES
• HUB services include dedicated staff and resources,
data analytics, and clinical call center
• Modern web portal for checking patient prescription
statuses and bi-directional data transfer
• Real Time verification of insurance benefits and co-pay
• Expanded payer network participation
• Increased Limited Distribution Drug accessibility
• Non-Specialty drug services at no extra charge
• 340-B capabilities
• No competitive affiliation

800.333.0538 | WWW.RDCDRUG.COM

CONTACT YOUR SALES REPRESENTATIVE
FOR ENROLLMENT DETAILS

RDC is the nation’s 7th largest wholesale drug distributor owned by pharmacists and dedicated to Independent Pharmacy

INDEPENDENT PHARMACY IS OUR BUSINESS
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PSSNY President’s
Message

Debbi Barber was installed as the 129th
president of the Pharmacist Society of
the State of New York on June 23th,
2018. currently the Director of PBM Relations, the third
party/340B contracting/relationships, reimbursement
strategies for Kinney Drugs.
The legislative session breaks after June but the focus
for PSSNY leadership and our lobbyists never seems to
end. Our focus continues throughout summer into fall on
key issues presented, as well as preparing for the January
start of the next legislative session. January 2019 marks the
beginning of the next 2-year legislative cycle. November
elections will determine the makeup of our legislative bodies
and all bills will need to be re-introduced. January – March
31st our efforts will be focusing on the State Budget and
late March early April our focus can shift to address scope
of practice, PBM Legislation (if not incorporated into the
budget), and initiatives for our profession that do not have a
financial impact on the state budget.
This past year, nationally and statewide, increased
publicity and exposure have started to peel back the “PBM/
Rx Curtain”.
PBM’s have come under considerable scrutiny. For
example:
• The Arkansas exposure of the pricing shenanigans of
CVS Health/Caremark
• Ohio Department of Medicaid announced sweeping
changes to the way pharmacy benefits are
administered in the Medicaid managed care program.
Those changes are aimed squarely at the opaque
black box of pharmacy benefit managers (PBMs),
who have been under intense scrutiny after it was
discovered that they had been skimming hundreds of
millions of dollars off the program through previouslyhidden spread pricing tactics.
o Ohio Medicaid announced that they are requiring
its five managed care plans to terminate contracts
with pharmacy benefit managers (PBMs) based on
“spread” pricing, adopt new practices based on a
transparent “pass-through” pricing model, and enter
into new contracts with vendors who can provide
services based on that model.
• The Kentucky Department of Insurance has issued
a $1.5 million civil penalty against pharmacy
benefit manager Caremark for violations related to
reimbursements to pharmacists. The state agency
also placed the Caremark’s license on probation for
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one year citing 454 violations related to reimbursement
claim denials that were issued to Kentucky
pharmacists, and 38 more violations where Caremark
provided “inaccurate or inconsistent” information.
Statements made to the pharmacies did not match
the information shared with the KY Department of
Insurance.
• Nationally, after passage of gag clause laws by many
States, President Trump signed into law S.2553- Know
the Lowest Price Act and S. 2554- Patients Right to
Know Drug Prices Act which eliminate gag clauses in
pharmacy contracts and give patients access to lower
prices without asking.
• NCPA, NACDS and NASP representatives met at
the White House with Trump Administration advisors
from the Domestic Policy Council to urge elimination
of pharmacy DIR fees as a part of the president’s drug
pricing strategy. They stressed that DIR fees are the
most pressing issue facing community pharmacists
and urged the administration to address remedies in its
drug pricing blueprint. They also discussed a proposed
Part D rule for 2020, which is currently awaiting
clearance by the Office of Management and Budget
through HHS to be released in the 2020 call letter.
• NCOIL- (National Council of Insurance Legislators)
is a legislative organization comprised principally of
legislators serving on state insurance and financial
institutions including committees around the nation
which includes Assemblyman Cahill in New York.
o NCOIL writes model laws in insurance and financial
services and they are currently working on a PBM
Licensure and Regulation Model Act
As you can see the landscape is being painted very
clearly and people are starting to listen that the middleman
are reaping the benefit and negatively affecting the overall
healthcare costs, and something must be done.
PSSNY is actively arranging and attending meetings
to increase the level of scrutiny being placed on the PBM
middlemen. We have been at the forefront with publicity
and continue to seek out means for this publicity. Whether it
be a news story regionally or nationally, an article in a local
paper or national publication, our members (with talking
point assistance from PSSNY) have held press conferences
in their stores with their legislators to continue to elevate
the level of awareness that the PBM/Rx curtain MUST be
raised. The forefront of our focus is always on our patients,
the consumers, and how detrimental this system is to them.
This is why our legislative agenda is branded as “The
Pharmacy Patients’ Right to Care”.
We will not falter, and our advocacy will catch the
attention of lawmakers, media, and state agencies. The
continued on page 27
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Secretary’s
R eport
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BER

2018

I am writing this message as I depart from the NCPAAnnual
Convention and Trade Show held in Boston in early October.
As I have mentioned several times in this column and in
my presentations, to those of you who have never attended a
national pharmacy conference or convention, you are missing
an important component of your professional life. There is so
much to absorb at these events, that I could write for hours.
Nevertheless, the comradery of being with nearly 1,500 fellow
pharmacists from far away places as Alaska to southern states
such as Texas, Alabama, or Florida adds to your professional
knowledge.
While I could go on about the NCPA Convention, I want to
address the 900-pound elephant in our profession, that is the
underwater payments made by the PBMs for our dispensing
to our patients including private insurance as well as Medicaid
Managed Care and the Medicare Part D program. While on
the surface the Medicare Part D patient reimbursement may
appear to be financially more stable, the hidden factor is the
delayed financial recovery through the DIR charge backs
imposed by the various Medicare Prescription Drug Plans and
the related Pharmacy Benefit Managers
By the time you get this copy of the newsletter, you may
have heard that Congress passed and President Trump
signed legislation prohibiting pharmacy benefit health plans
and related pharmacy benefit managers from enforcing gag
clauses which would otherwise prohibit pharmacists from
informing their patients of an alternative to paying an exorbitant
copay on otherwise inexpensive generic drugs. While the gag
clause is not a top issue in our PBM “Wish List” nevertheless,
it helps peel away part of the onion skin in this very complex
health care marketplace. Until we get full transparency and a
level playing field we have not accomplished our “Pharmacy
Mission” in the health care arena.
I want to move onto a personal experience and a
comparison I have drawn as a result of this incident. We have a
Whirlpool front loading washer and dryer in our home which we
purchased about 9 years ago. Recently the washer stopped
working and a code showed up on the front panel signifying
“HF” for which when we searched the web it showed that our
washer had a water blockage from entering the unit either due
to a defective water filer or due to a shut water valve. Knowing
that the water valve was not shut, we called our local appliance
service company. We had to wait five days for the service
appointment, and we had an up-front $75.00 service fee for
just walking in the door. It took the service person 30 minutes
to confirm the diagnosis and replace the part in the washer.
The total cost for the part was $72.00 and the labor cost was
an additional $68.00. Adding the state sales tax on the repair
we spent about $225.00 which I gladly paid the repair man and
received an itemized receipt. I took the receipt and checked
the price of the washer part (online) if I purchased it myself
at a retail or on-line parts supplier. The price from Amazon
was about $35.00 (next day delivery too). I then went online
again and checked out YouTube and watched a tutorial video

on how to install the part. The process would take a measly
5 minutes and is not heart surgery. But what is my point?
Now the comparison. Why should someone spend nearly 7
years of a college education, and go in debt nearly $200,000
to then struggle to find a satisfying professional position as a
pharmacist? Who in their right mind would even consider after
that 7 years of time invested going into a business relationship
as a pharmacist?
As I am preaching to the choir, we dispense many
medications below cost at the demands of the pharmacy
benefit managers under threat of termination of a contract
with these PBMs. We care for our patients, we give not only
medication counseling but general health care advice. Most
of which is done “on the arm”. Would be better off working as
appliance repair folks? Hopefully there is a rainbow at the end
of this rainstorm and the rainbow will only show up if we all
work together in informing our elected officials of the disparate
treatment we get in our care of the patients of our communities.
After attending the annual NCPA Convention and Trade
Show I do see glimmers of optimism, especially about the
issues of exposing the PBMs in their abusive tactics in the
management of state Medicaid Programs if finally coming
to light. The Medicaid Managed Care programs are ripe for
PBM abuse, just ask the folks in Ohio and West Virginia as
both states found millions of dollars legally taken by the PBMs
in the administration of these programs. Both states have
taken serious action to correct these abuses. Thank you to
the Columbus Dispatch Newspaper for working with the local
pharmacists in the Ohio Pharmacists Association for exposing
this abuse. We need to take lessons from our colleagues in
Ohio and West Virginia. In Ohio the state mandated transparent
PBM activity for Medicaid Managed Care effective 1/1/2019
and in West Virginia the state recaptured the management
of Medicaid Managed Care prescription needs away from
the PBMs, West Virginia estimates an annual savings of $30
million. (Gee, didn’t New York State carve out Medicaid Rx’s
years ago only to have Governor Andrew Cuomo reverse that
trend in October 2011?) All of this shows that we must continue
to press on by staying involved in our professional organizations
and fight for our survival and that of our patients.
After learning of these PBM schemes, it is not surprising
that Guild Net, a large NYS Medicaid Managed Care long term
health plan is folding up as of December 1st, leaving about
8,000 Medicaid Managed Care patients with one less choice
to select for their health needs. This health plan was slowly
moving away from the table, as seen last year when Guild Net
shut down their operations in Westchester and Long Island.
The CEO of Guild Net claimed that Guild Net lost $82.9 million
dollars in 2016 on billings of $1.1 billion. A legal aid group sued
the New York State Department of Health for allowing Guild
Net for exiting the Westchester and Long Island communities
without having a transitional health plan pick up these patients
with identical coverage for at least a 120-day period. You
have to wonder if the action of the PBMs is starting to have a
detrimental effect on patient care.
I hope to see one and all at our November and December CE
programs which will be at the LaGuardia Marriott Hotel. I will
be presenting along with two other distinguished speakers in
those events.
Stay informed, and stay optimistic and please stay involved.
- Jim Schiffer,
Secretary NYCPS
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RIA

Rosenzweig Insurance Agency, Inc.
Since 1954

For All Your Pharmacy
Insurance and Bonding Needs
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- Liability Insurance
- Professional Liability
- Medicare Surety Bonds
- Express Scripts Bonds
- Property Insurance
- Commercial Automobile
- Umbrella Liability
- Workers’ Compensation
- Disability Benefits

Let us do the
shopping for you

Call Rambha!!

All Types of Business and Personal Insurance
Join the more than 1,000 Pharmacies who trust their insurance needs to RIA!

160 Herricks Road Mineola New York 11501
Phone (516) - 352 - 7495

Licensed
in over
23 States!

Fax (516) - 358 - 7940

www.PharmacyInsuranceOnline.com
www.RosenzweigInsurance.com

Over 60 Years of Service

We Speak
Hindi, Urdu,
Chinese,
Spanish and
Polish!
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We Deliver
Solutions for
a Healthier
Bottom Line
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EPIC Pharmacies, Inc. provides more than 1,400 independent
member pharmacies across the U.S. with the group buying
power and managed care solutions essential to delivering
quality patient care.
Membership offers:
• Group volume purchasing power
• Aggressive wholesaler pricing programs
• Successful rebate program - $42.7 million returned to members in 2017
• EPIC Pharmacy Network, Inc. (EPN) membership fee
included at no cost – access to third-party contracts
• Clinical services tools, including expert assistance from our in-house
pharmacist and access to custom PrescribeWellness offerings and EQuIPP

TM

•

PUT THE POWER OF A NETWORK BEHIND YOU

800-965-EPIC | EPICRX.COM

•

– free third-party claims reconciliation
program and automated reimbursements below cost system
– Web-based solution for pharmacy regulatory
and compliance management
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Chairman’s
Report
OCTOBER 2018
PBM REFORM IN NEW YORK:
CAN WE DO WHAT WEST VIRGINIA
AND OHIO DID? JOIN US NOV 14TH!
Victories over Medicaid managed care organizations
(MCOs) in Ohio and West Virginia have captured the
attention of independent pharmacies across the country.
Those of us following the positive effects of the pharmacy
benefit carve out in West Virginia, or the months-long
investigation by The Columbus Dispatch that ultimately
ended “business as usual” (that is, non-transparent
contracts) between the State of Ohio and its MCO PBMs
have us asking how we can do the same in New York.
The answer is simple but not easy.
What West Virginia and Ohio have in common are
committed and active pharmacies working through their
associations, not against them; two-way relationships
with legislators and a keen understanding that the key
to meaningful law changes that protect them begin with
letting go of the focus on pharmacy reimbursements.
For many of us, that’s counterintuitive thinking and a
hard pill to swallow. It was hard for West Virginia and Ohio
pharmacists too. But the moment they began to articulate
their concerns as tax dollars going not to teachers, police,
firefighters, roads, infrastructure and other improvements,
but to PBMs as profits, legislators began to listen. It was a
language legislators could understand and relate to.
Working with their associations, West Virginia and
Ohio pharmacists bolstered their message with data that

made lawmakers want to know more. This was a careful
process that included individuals with the requisite skills
and knowledge to analyze data, provide legal counsel
and/or help get the point about possible fraud, waste and
abuse made. It was part of a well-planned, well-executed
strategy.
Pharmacists also opened their stores to their local
legislators, explaining how Medicaid managed care
actually works at the level of the pharmacy - what it means
to fill prescriptions for patients and then be subjected to
DIR fees, below-cost reimbursements, moving-target
MAC lists and/or generic equivalent reimbursements or
exorbitant penalties for minor claims mistakes (which is
just another DIR fee).
There’s more to the story of West Virginia and Ohio,
of course, but nothing out of the reach of New York
pharmacies. We have a strong, active, well-connected
and legislatively-savvy association. Our leaders are
exploring how data within our reach can be used to effect
law changes that protect us, our patients and our fellow
taxpayers from PBM abuse and anticompetitive practices.
Unfortunately this type of project has costs, both time
and money. States where pharmacies have either thrown
little time or money at the problem have achieved few
results. If we’re serious about taking back our rights and
stopping PBMs from exploiting independent pharmacies,
we must be willing to be actively support the process by
contributing our resources, limited as they may seem at
the moment. Please join us for our Emergency Meeting
on Nov 14th as we put together a plan to fight the PBMs.
Meeting will take place at LaGuardia Marriott at 7pm. In
the meantime, you can begin your participation by signing
this petition calling on the federal government to end DIR
fees. And of course, don’t forget to review local politicians
on votesmart.org before November elections! Please vote!
~ Parthiv Shah
NYCPS Chairman

MORE RESTRICTED PBM NETWORKS
FOR PHARMACY – THE TREND CONTINUES
According to the most recent Drug Channels by
Adam Fein (January 11, 2017) it looks like more narrow
networks are ahead for pharmacy. Narrow networks
means less reimbursement generally for the privilege of
being one of a select few chosen to provide prescription
drugs services for a PBM. This is in contrast to
completely “Open” networks and semi-select networks
called “Preferred cost sharing” networks.
Open > Preferred cost sharing > Limited/restricted
		
(Narrow)
(Most narrow)
Open Network Pharmacies: In an open network,
patients can go to whatever pharmacy they wish and
the cost will be the same.

Preferred Network Pharmacies: give patients a
choice of pharmacies while providing them a financial
incentive to use the preferred pharmacy.
And finally the most narrow network or
Limited pharmacy Networks: sometimes called
“restricted pharmacy networks” restrict patients to
a select few pharmacies from which to choose. An
example would be CVS Caremark’s Maintenance
Choice program.
According to Fein, for 2016 almost half or 50% of
employers report using a narrow pharmacy network
(36% preferred and 14% limited) compared to 2013 in
which only 29% used narrow networks.
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Health Care Merger Update
The one state in the nation which is delaying approval
of the pending merger of CVS Health and Aetna is good
old New York State. In mid-October the New York State
Department of Financial Services held a hearing on whether
or not New York State should approve the pending merger
of these two giant corporations. The hearing was held in
lower Manhattan in the New York State Office Building and
was attended by an overflow crowd with many pharmacists
being turned away at the door. Speakers included PSSNY’s
Kathy Febraio as well as pharmacists from throughout
New York State. While we await the decision of New
York State on this massive merger, the positive news was
that Maria T. Vullo, who is the Superintendent of Financial
Services grilled the attorney for CVS Health (“CVS”)
about the shenanigans which has been going on with the
Caremark Pharmacy Benefit Manager division of CVS
regarding the notorious Spread Pricing gimmicks which
have helped destroy pharmacies throughout the country
due to the massive market share which Caremark controls
- - especially in the world of Medicaid Managed Care. Ms.
Vullo asked the CVS counsel if CVS would be in favor of
New York State passing PBM regulations (how could CVS
like having a horse collar placed on their operations???)
and the counsel replied that “CVS would not oppose such
regulations”. Who knows if that will actually be the policy
of CVS Health if such legislation ever sees the light of day
in New York but we give credit to Ms. Vullo for her line
of questioning. We must wait and see if New York does
approve this merger and if any tradeoffs by CVS and Aetna
will be offered in exchange for New York’s approval.
The other health care merger is the Cigna absorption of
Express Scripts (“ESI”) which has already been approved
by the United States Justice Department. However,
Cigna claims that a number of state regulatory agencies
have yet to approve of the merger and Cigna refuses to
disclose which states remain undecided on this merger.
Cigna expects to have all regulatory review competed by
the end of this year and then it expects to close on this

deal which has a price tag of $67 billion on the purchase of
pharmacy benefits manager Express Scripts. Cigna states
that 23 of the 29 states where Cigna does business have
approved its ESI buyout, as they have reported such to
the Securities & Exchange Commission (SEC). However,
Cigna did not specify which states signed off on the deal
or the states needed to close the transaction. Pharmacist
are curious what changes will come to the Scripts operation
as many pharmacists have been receiving notices from
ESI demanding that these pharmacies sign a Specialty
Pharmacy contract in order to maintain their relationship
with ESI. When these pharmacies do sign such an ESI
Specialty Pharmacy agreement they find most of their
drugs are reimbursed below cost across the board. Let us
see what happens with this merger in the new year.
FDA Approves New Super Potent Pain Killer,
Many Ask Why?
In late October, the FDA approved the sale in the
United States of a new Schedule II drug known as Dsuvia,
generically called sufentanil, which is a fast-acting chemical
cousin of the opioid fentanyl. The manufacturer of this
super potent narcotic is AcelRx Pharmaceuticals and it is
an oral dosage form opioid which is an alternative to IV pain
medications which are traditionally used on in patients of
hospitals. According to published reports in CNN, it is ten
times more potent than fentanyl, which then classifies it as
1,000 more potent than morphine.
The Food and Drug Administration approved this drug
in spite of objections from critics who fear this medication
will be abused as has other opioids. Dr. Scott Gottlieb, the
FDA Commissioner, stated in a written statement, there will
be “very tight restrictions” placed on its distribution and it is
intended only for supervised settings like in hospitals. This
medication was developed as an alternative for patients
who have difficulties for the use of IVs, including our military
on the battlefield. This solid dosage form contains the same
painkiller sufentanil, which has been given in the IV form or
injectable dosage to surgical patients and women in labor.
continued on page 13
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Commissioner Gottlieb mentioned that
this medication was a high priority for
the Department of Defense (“DOD”),
which helped fund testing, because
the DOD wanted a way to provide
fast pain relief to injured soldiers.
The tablet, placed under the tongue
with a dispenser, starts reducing
pain in 15 to 30 minutes from the
time of administration. Earlier in the
process, a panel of FDA advisers had
approved by a 10-3 vote in favor of
the pharmaceutical known under the
brand name Dsuvia (duh-SOO’-veeuh). But then in a rare response, the
panel’s chairman joined critics in urging
the FDA to reject it. The chairman, Dr.
Raeford E. Brown Jr., who couldn’t
attend the meeting and didn’t cast a
vote, predicts that this medication will
be abused inside and outside medical
settings and this medication will also
cause overdose deaths.
Commissioner Gottlieb said that
Dsuvia will carry a boxed warning and
won’t be available at drugstores for
patients to take home. Acknowledging
the criticism, he said he’s asked FDA
staff to “evaluate a new framework”
for the approval of new opioid drugs
that will clearly outline how the agency
considers benefits and risks.
“We won’t sidestep what I believe
is the real underlying source of
discontent among the critics of this
approval — the question of whether or
not America needs another powerful
opioid while in the throes of a massive
crisis of addiction,” Gottlieb wrote. Dr.
Sidney Wolfe of Public Citizen’s Health
Research Group, a consumer group,
called Gottlieb’s statement “empty
rhetoric” and said the agency missed
a big opportunity when it approved the
pill. Dr. Wolfe continued, “it’s a huge
mistake,” and “this drug is doomed.
It’s dangerous and it will kill people.”
Dsuvia’s
manufacturer,
AcelRx
Pharmaceuticals is a Redwood City,
California-based company intends
to begin sales of the pharmaceutical

to be available early next year at
a price of $50 to $60 per pill. In a
reseach study, the pill provided about
the same pain relief to patients as IV
morphine. Common side effects with
Dsuvia included nausea, vomiting,
constipation and decreased blood
oxygen levels. Those occurred slightly
more often with the pill than for study
participants given morphine. Hopefully
this pharmaceutical will not turn out
to be the meance of society which
OxyCodone has become.
Epitaph of Brick and Mortar
Retailers like Sears
Now that Sears Holding has filed
for Chapter 11 Bankruptcy protection,
the media has been reviewing the
history of this American institution to
see where the problems for Sears
developed and what did management
do to fix the issues. It seems that
the acquisition of Sears by K-Mart in
late 2004 as K-Mart was emerging
from their own bankruptcy filing. This
merger was the brainstorm of hedge
fund manager Eddie Lampert. Some
folks believe that this merger was a
huge mistake and Mr. Lampert has
continued to sink money into this
sinking ship. Sears has had their
heyday over the years and you may
be surprised to see the Sears related
product names and how they started.
See these details as we walk down
memory lane with some interesting
dates in the Sear’s history.
In 1913 Sears launched their
Kenmore brand, starting out as a sewing
machine product, eventually growing
to washing machines, dishwasher and
refrigerators. Even as late as in 2002,
Sears sold four out of even ten major
appliances in the United States. In
1920 Sears purchased the trademark
and United States publication rights for
the Encyclopedia Britannica which it
maintained until 1943. Sears created
the All State tires in 1925, then Sears
started the Craftsman tool line in 1927,
which they held until 2017 when they
sold that line to Stanley Black Decker.
Allstate was expanded by Sears as an

insurance company, division of Sears in
1931. Sears launched their Christmas
Catalog in 1933. The famous DieHard battery was introduced by Sears
in 1967 a battery many of us used with
great reliability. As Sears appears to be
on life support, we wonder what is the
probability of other brick and mortar
icon brands such as J.C. Penny (who
had a huge presence in the pharmacy
arena with their Eckerd Drug Store
chain). In 2004, J. C. Penney agreed
to sell its Eckerd drugstore chain for
$4.53 billion to two buyers, escaping
they thought from what Wall Street
analysts had believed was a mismatch
that slowed J. C. Penny from their
reinvention. J.C. Penny sold the
Eckerd chain to two buyers, CVS and
the Jean Coutu Group, who stated they
would divide Eckerd’s 2,800 stores, as
well as related businesses, creating
two larger chains within the drugstore
business, this was all occurring while
Wal-Mart Stores was growing as a
huge and influential competitor. Other
retailers such as Kohl’s, Macys, Target
and Lord & Taylor are also on shakey
ground but there is life to the brick
and mortar marketplace provided the
companies keep up with the demands
of the public and maintain decent
levels of employees to keep the retail
public happy.
The Ohio Medicaid
Managed Care Expose
As President Trump attacks the
press as sharing “Fake News”, we have
to salute the Columbus Ohio, Dispatch
daily newspaper. At the prodding of
the Ohio Pharmacists Association
and their leadership, the Dispatch
picked up on the abuses of the CVS
Caremark managed care payments on
behalf of various Medicaid Managed
Care plans under the Ohio Medicaid
program. It seems the word “Spread
Pricing” is now catching the concern
of taxpayers in the state of Ohio. As
a result of this ongoing expose known
in the Dispatch as “Side Effects”,
this series of detailed stories shows
how CVS Caremark intentionally
continued on page 18
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Information on Various Pharmacy Bonds
Most of you have an insurance policy of some type,
whether for your home, your car, your life, your health,
or your business. And many of you even have a surety
bond and may not even realize it. But not many people
know what a surety bond is, why you may need one, what
purpose they serve, and how you even get a bond in
the first place. This article will break it down for you and
explain the basics of who needs a bond, why, and how.
First of all, what are bonds?
Bonds are a guarantee of payment between three
parties, the Principal, the Obligee, and the Surety.
The Principal is you, the business owner. In order for
your business to be contracted with certain third parties,
such as Medicare or Express Scripts, these parties may
require that you obtain a bond. Thus, these third parties,
like Medicare or Express Scripts, are called the Obligeethe party who is requiring the bond as a guarantee that
you will live up to your obligation to them. The final party
is the Surety, or Bond company. This is an insurance
company who is guaranteeing that the Obligee will be
paid up to the face amount of the bond in the event of
a breach by the Principal. Some bonds are required by
Governmental agencies for a license and other bonds are
required by private entities in order to do business with
them.
And unlike insurance policies, if a bonding company
pays a claim, they have the right to come after the store
and the owner of the store for reimbursement.
What types of bonds do some pharmacies need?
1.Medicare DMEPOS bond - (For Medicare Part B
providers) This is generally a $50,000 bond with
Medicare at the Obligee. Every pharmacy and other
business that bills Medicare for Durable Medical
Equipment (DME) throughout the country must provide
this bond. Some stores are required to provide a
$100,000 bond. The larger bond is generally required
if the store had a lapse in coverage or had billing
issues with Medicare. These bonds are generally easy
to obtain, and based on the business owner’s credit,
they generally cost between $250 and $1,000 per
year, and must be renewed every year. Additionally,
depending upon the financial and disciplinary history of
the pharmacy owner(s) and of the pharmacy, the bond
requirement may become a multiple of the $50,000
(depending upon what the past history demonstrates),
which is much more difficult to obtain logistically and is
much more costly to the Pharmacy
2.Medicaid Bond – These bonds are only occasionally
required by certain States or in certain geographic
areas. The amount of the bond is determined by the
State that the pharmacy is located in.
3.Express Scripts Bond – This is a $500,000 bond with
Express Scripts as the Obligee. This is a relatively

new bond and is very expensive, usually costing at
least $15,000 per year. Only new pharmacies in certain
geographic areas are required to carry this bond. For
example, if you were to open a new store in, or even
purchase an existing store in Brooklyn, or certain
other “heat zones” throughout the county, you will be
required by Express Scripts to carry this bond. If you
do not provide the bond, you will not be able to do any
business through Express Scripts. They require this
bond to be in force for “at least” two years. Since the
cost is generally at least $15,000 per year, this means
it will cost the owner of a new store $30,000 in the first
two years.
How do bonding companies underwrite and decide if
they want to provide a bond for your business and at
what cost?
1) Business – financials and credit rating – They can run
a credit report on the business and also review your
financial reports.
2) Personal – financials and credit score – They will
run a credit check on all owners and possibly ask for a
financial statement.
What can you do if you or your business do not have good
enough financials to obtain the needed bonds?
1) Co-signer – Some bonding companies will allow a
friend or relative with good financial strength to sign as
a guarantor for you.
2) Collateral – There are times that a bonding company
does not want to take the full risk and will allow you to
provide them with collateral, such as them holding your
bank account or a certified check.
3) Letter of credit – If you have a good relationship with
your bank, they may be willing to give the bonding
company a letter of credit for all or part of the bond
amount.
4) Higher premium – if your credit is not quite good
enough, some bonding companies may be willing to
provide you with a bond at a higher price.
Who do I contact to obtain a surety bond?
Start by contacting the insurance agent or broker who
handles your business insurance policies. Ask them if they
also handle these types of bonds. If they do not, you can
do an online search, or you can even contact Medicare,
Express Scripts, your local pharmacy association, or even
your attorney for a referral to an insurance professional
who handles these types of bonds.
~ Lynn Rosenzweig Derby
Vice President,
Rosenzweig Insurance Agency
Rosenzweig Insurance Agency is located in Mineola, New York,
and insures over 1,000 independent pharmacies in New York and
the U.S. (516) 352-7495 Pharmacy@RosenzweigInsurance.com
/ www.PharmacyInsuranceOnline.com
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“Want to Pay DEA $10,000 Per Pharmacy
In the event of a pharmacy theft or significant loss of controlled substances, the pharmacy
Record
and
Security
Violation?”
registrant is required
to report,
in writing,
the loss within
one business day upon discovery.
“Contact
Uspharmacy
before
DEAtheor
When DEA personnel
comes into your
to investigate
theft…”
or significant loss, this

is where your nightmares will begin, and these nightmares will cost you $14,000 for errors with
your required records, and $65,000 for errors found on filled controlled substance prescriptions.
When DEA determines that your required records and prescriptions violated federal laws and
DEA regulations, their actions will result in a DEA administrative action or a substantial civil fine.
HAVE A PHARMACY THEFT OR A SIGNIFICANT LOSS?
CALL US IMMEDIATELY FOR ASSISTANCE
WANT US TO REVIEW YOUR COMPLIANCE WITH FEDERAL LAWS AND DEA REGULATIONS?
CALL US FOR A COMPLIANCE REVIEW OF YOUR PHARMACY
WHAT DOES A PHARMADIVERSION LLC DEA COMPLIANCE PROGRAM PROVIDE YOUR PHARMACY?
REVIEW REQUIRED DEA RECORDS FOR CONTROLLED SUBSTANCES
REVIEW YOUR SECURITY OF CONTROLLED SUBSTANCES
DETERMINE YOUR DEA DUE DILIGENCE PRESCRIPTION COMPLIANCE

Carlos M. Aquino
Compliance Consultant
Carlos M. Aquino & Founder
Direct: 610-487-4663
PharmaDiversion
LLC
carlos@pharmadiversion.com
WWW.PHARMADIVERSION.COM
www.pharmadiversion.com
Direct: (610) 487-4663
“Contact us before DEA or ….”
Email: carlos@pharmadiversion.com
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Thrive as a Preferred Healthcare
Destination in Your Community.

Good Neighbor Pharmacy®, where strong, independent pharmacy stores unite under
one brand and leverage scale to compete, all while maintaining their independence.
As a member of Good Neighbor Pharmacy, you’ll benefit from:
n

Business advice based on a holistic understanding of your pharmacy operations

n

Technology and analytics that drive smarter business decisions

n

Growth opportunities that create a more balanced business model and mitigate risk

n

Solutions that maximize profitability from prescriptions

MAKE SMARTER

BUSINESS
DECISIONS

INCREASE GROWTH &

PROFITABILITY

ENHANCE PATIENT CARE

& LIVES IN YOUR

COMMUNITY

To join Good Neighbor Pharmacy or learn more, visit WeAreGNP.com or email gnp@amerisourcebergen.com.
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CONFUSED BY PAID FAMILY
LEAVE PREMIUM CAPS?
Since January 1, 2018, businesses in New
York State that employ at least one
person have been required to offer
Paid Family Leave (PFL) coverage to
their employees. PFL, which is included on your statutory disability (DBL)
policy, is paid via employee payroll
deductions.
On the surface, it seems pretty
simple: withhold 1.26% of your

employees’ gross pay, then report that
amount on your premium bill. There
is, however, a complication.
There is a cap on how much an
employee can contribute to PFL in a
single calendar year. The premium
cap is based on the New York State
Average Weekly Wage, which is
currently $67,907.84. This means
any one employee can contribute a
maximum of $85.56 per year. If you
have withheld more than the maximum

PFL contribution from any employee,
you must return the excess to them.
If you use a payroll service, they
should be aware of these contributory
limits and will apply them accordingly.
If you don’t use a payroll service or
would be interested in investigating an
alternative to one you currently use,
contact Ken Rutsky from the Retail
Council at (518) 465-3586 and ask
about Heartland Payroll.
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underpays independent community pharmacies (not just in
Ohio) for the medications dispensed to the various patients
enrolled in state Medicaid programs. Starting in January
2019, Ohio is demanding a transparent contract for all state
Medicaid managed care programs. Estimates vary on how
much has been overcharged to the state of Ohio by CVS
Caremark but estimates range from (on an annual basis)
of between $186 million to $224 million. This problem is
not limited to Ohio, as it is ongoing in many if not all states
utilizing the pharmacy benefit model to manage the state
Medicaid costs. The state of West Virginia has taken a
bit more aggressive approach in their Medicaid program.
West Virginia is taking the pharmacy benefit back from the
managed care organizations and their relate pharmacy
benefit managers and West Virginia is bringing it back in
house. Now West Virginia is not as large as Ohio but the
estimates on West Virginia overpayments are between
$30 million to $45 million on an annual basis. The word is
finally spreading across our nation about the PBM abuses
which pharmacists have known for years. Over the years,
pharmacists were generally ignored when we spoke about
this abuse to our elected officials as we appeared to be airing
“self-serving sour grapes”. However, when a newspaper
such as the Columbus Dispatch brings this into focus, it

Free Processing Terminal!
Enroll in the
Retail Council's
processing
program and
receive a
free terminal
valued at
$425!*

Contact Nicholl for
your free, no-obligation
savings analysis.

(800) 442-3589 | info@rcnys.com

takes on a different message, one of abuse of taxes and
unfair dealings. We need to continue to raise this issue
with our state officials. We hope things will percolate in
other states such as New York, and other states with large
Medicaid populations. Pressure must continue.
Medicare Changes
Proposed by President Trump
President Trump is trying to bring attention to the high
cost of prescription drugs by suggesting a change in the
way Medicare Part B pays for physician administered
medications (mostly biotech drugs). Interestingly under
President Obama, the Centers for Medicare and Medicaid
Services proposed reducing the payment for such Part B
physician administered medications but lobbying efforts by
physician groups stopped that proposal as it tried to get out
of the “gate”. President Trump has not shared the details
of his proposal but he wants to use the Affordable Care Act
(which gives CMS the ability to set up pilot projects under
the Center for Innovation (see: https://innovation.cms.gov/).
Under the proposal, Medicare would set the reimbursement
level for certain d rugs administered in doctors’ offices and
hospital outpatient centers based on their cost in other
countries, which typically pay far less. The so-called “target
price” of these drugs, which include treatments for cancer,
would be 126% of the average of what other countries pay.
Will this pass muster and become in effect? Who knows,
as even under this pilot project it would only be used in part
of the country as a test. Interesting that President Trump
plans to invoke an aspect of the Affordable Care Act which
he claims so often he wants to eliminate.
Closing Thoughts…
Yes, I attended the NCPA Annual Convention and
Trade Show in the beginning of the month in Boston as
the Yankees fought to stay alive. If you had any doubt
about the survival of independent pharmacies you should
have attended this exciting and informative event. Yes,
we are struggling with declining reimbursement, mail order
competition and PBM abuses, but after attending this NCPA
event, you can see that somehow there are many innovative
pharmacists throughout this country that are surviving and
making a difference in their communities. We can survive
if we continue to work together within legal limits (without
violating any anti-trust laws) since we are all technically
competitors, while CVS Health and Walgreens can have
nearly 10,000 locations each, nevertheless we must follow
the rules regarding competition, but we can survive if we
use our strengths and work with the patients who value our
services. Enough for this month.
Enjoy the fall foliage.
~ Jim Schiffer
©2018 James R. Schiffer
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ORDERING JUST GOT EASIER!

INTRODUCING

CONTACT YOUR SALES REPRESENTATIVE
FOR LOGIN DETAILS

DESKTOP AND MOBILE ORDERING WITH RDC

800.333.0538 | WWW.RDCDRUG.COM

• Robust responsive design
• Modern display for tablets, phones, and touch
screen PC’s
• Enhanced product images and information
• Fast 1-click ordering
• Expanded generic comparisons
• Pricing by dispensing unit
• “Green light” stock indicators
• CSOS, Cooler, & Drop Ship item indicators
• Integrated access to RDConnect Specialty Support Hub
• Returns, Watch List, Item Notes, History features
& more

RDC is the nation’s 7th largest wholesale drug distributor owned by pharmacists and dedicated to Independent Pharmacy

INDEPENDENT PHARMACY IS OUR BUSINESS
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Legislative Report
From page 4

vote on the model bill is scheduled for
a December 7th meeting of NCOIL’s
Long term Care and Health Retirement Issues Committee in Oklahoma
City, Oklahoma. New York’s Assembly
Member Kevin Cahill (D-Kingston) cochairs the committee.
The May 8th version of the model bill
looked pretty good. NCPA and PSSNY
sent in written comments supporting the
model language. The letters included
suggestions that would make the model
bill even stronger. On October 15th a
re-drafted model bill was released. The
re-draft decimated the original bill.
Gone from the original draft are the
following provisions that would give state
insurance regulators specific authority
to: (1) establish adequacy standards for
community pharmacy networks; (2) obtain and review contracts; (3) determine
whether the PBM-pharmacy contracts
would reimburse pharmacies at payment rates that were reasonable; (4)
mandate annual PBM reports to state
authorities; (5) prohibit false or misleading PBM advertising; (6) prohibit a PBM
from requiring network pharmacies to
have any accreditation or certification
that goes beyond what is required by
state boards of pharmacy; (7) prohibit
a PBM from charging pharmacies extra fees; (8) prohibit a PBM from retroactively adjusting its reimbursement to
network pharmacies after claims were
adjudicated; (9) establish and enforce
a MAC appeals procedure; and (10)
broadly regulate PBM business practices.
NCPA convened a conference call
within days of the October 15th release
to discuss what happened and next
steps. So far the individuals who authored the stripped-down version have
not been identified, and neither committee co-chair (Cahill of NY or Oliverson of
Texas) was aware of the modified text
until it was sent by NCOIL staff.
NCPA, PSSNY and allies are focusing on which provisions from the
original draft need to be restored so that
language in a finalized NCOIL model
bill will be effective. Ideas that emerged
from the discussion were that states

must have clear authority to issue rules
and regulations so that state insurance
agencies can monitor, oversee and enforce network adequacy, fair audits and
annual reporting requirements. Participants from states with PBM licensing on
the books stressed that state regulators
must be willing to step up and step in. At
the October 18th NYC hearing DFS Superintendent Vullo clearly signaled she
is willing if state law was enacted to give
her office that authority.
Clearly the October 15th revised
NCOIL model bill draft is the result of
intensive lobbying by the Pharmaceutical Care Management Association
(PCMA), the lobbying arm of the PBM
industry.
You might ask, what is actually left
in the latest version of the NCOIL “model PBM licensing bill”? Here it is: States
can require PBMs to fill out a licensure
application form and pay a fee. States
can conduct audits to ensure that a
PBM is complying with the law. Gag
clauses would be prohibited.
In addition to Assemblyman Cahill,
New York legislators participating in
NCOIL are Senators Seward (R-Oneonta) and Breslin (D-Albany) and Assembly members Garbarino (R-Suffolk)

and Barclay (R-Onondaga). Pharmacist-Assemblyman John McDonald is
monitoring developments.
Just days before we saw the changes to the model bill language, we met
directly with Senator Breslin who has a
solid working knowledge of PBM issues
from previous discussions with pharmacists and PSSNY lobbyists. He is familiar with current state laws including MAC
appeal, gag clauses and fair audits. He
has served as the ranking member of
the NYS Senate Insurance Committee
for many years and has been regularly
attending NCOIL meetings, once serving as NCOIL President. Plans are to
meet with him again to discuss the latest developments. Meetings with other
NYS legislators on the NCOIL committee are being scheduled.
As a PSSNY member, please be
assured that the state society is thoroughly engaged in this battle on every
front. Members can keep up on new
developments by reading PSSNY’s
weekly E-Script.
~ Elizabeth M. Lasky
Capital Public Affairs, Inc.
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President’s Message
From page 1

by the now so called “Middle Men” the PBM. Their game
of changing reimbursement methodology be it ‘SPREAD
PRICING OR GER ‘ is outright atrocious. These Middle Men are also aided by our very own PSAO’s and
WHOLESALERS who are very aware of the prices an
independent pharmacy pays for the medications purchased and how much is being reimbursed for such purchases. The math DOES NOT WORK. And we continue
to ask the question – where lies their fiduciary responsibilities to the Pharmacies they represent.
I call on my dear colleagues to continue asking their
individual PSAO’S AND WHOLESALERS what their
plans are to help fight these almost criminal behavior of
the “MIDDLE MEN”.
Our state pharmacy organization –PSSNY is working overtime fighting this issue and some others that are
trying to eradicate our community pharmacists. Some of
these actions taken are detailed on our website pssny.
org. Please visit frequently and browse through the
press room to read about press releases.
By the time you will be reading this article we as an
organization would have attended the Public hearing
regarding CVS/AETNA merger, which was conditionally
approved by the United States Department of Justice.
Our hope is that our voices and those of our patients
who see our values in their community will be heard
and ultimately the unjust and irresponsible acts of these

Pharmacy Benefit Manager

higher power MIDDLE MEN will be brought to light.
Do get in touch with your legislators and make them
aware of not only our value to our community but also to
their own constituents they represent.
We continue to seek your financial support to fight
the PBM and save our profession. We also ask for any
ideas that you might have and can contribute in these
fight against the giants in our way of professional practice. All practice settings are gradually going to be eroded if we do nothing. Our students are coming out of four
to eight years of college and in heavy debt without the
prospects of a secured job or profession.
I call upon our state board of pharmacy organization
to support us in lending us their ears and guide our profession/ practice in this pivotal moment of the profession
in which they oversee the practice thereof.
Once again I urge you colleague to get involved
in our organization by reaching us through emails at
staffatpssny.org.
Our next CE is Wednesday November 7rd 2018 and
issues regarding your pharmacy arrangements with
PBMs and PSAOs will be the CE presentation at the
LaGuardia Marriot at 7PM. We will be sharing with you
our thoughts and hopefully hear from you as well. Looking forward to seeing everyone, and until then

digest and gain an understanding of
From page 3 exactly what PBMs are up to when
auditing pharmacies.
findings or other possible claims.
Finally, this case shines the
PBMs typically play hardball in light on the fact that PBMs do not
litigation, and they are not shy about use their money when reimbursing
filing counterclaims and, in doing so, pharmacies. PBMs use their clients’
driving up the cost of litigation.
money to pay claims, and that fact
As a possible upside here, this raises some interesting questions
case has shed some light on PBM regarding whether a PBM suffers any
pharmacy audits and the “proof” or financial harm and thus can pursue
lack thereof that PBMs hang their hat claims when an audit uncovers
on in trying to recoup monies based discrepant claims. It will be interesting
on audit findings.
Unfortunately, to see how Express Scripts responds
much of the “proof” in this case has to the pharmacies “no harm, no foul”
been filed under seal, meaning it is argument and how the court ultimately
not available for the public to review, rules on the matter.

~PEACE
Aniedi Etuk
NYCPS President

For now, stay vigilant my friends.
Hope to see you at our NYCPS
CE event on November 7th at the
LaGuardia Marriott Hotel, Ditmars
Boulevard, East Elmhurst New York.
~ David McKay, Esq.
About the author, David McKay practices
law at the Law Offices of David A. McKay
LLC. Mr. McKay has over seventeen
years of experience investigating
and pursuing claims against PBMs
on behalf of self-funded companies,
states, municipalities, and union funds.
Most recently, Mr. McKay has assisted
independent pharmacies in their on-going
battles with PBMs. Contact Information:
david@damckaylaw.com, Office: 770-5214327, Cell: 404-323-1643.
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BEYOND DISPENSING

PHARMACY MANAGEMENT SYSTEM

e

Schedule a DEMO Today!
866-495-3999  sales@micromerchantsystems.com

www.micromerchantsystems.com

Software Without Limits!
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Don’t Leave Money On The Table
when you transition the ownership of your pharmacy.

1-(877)-360-0095 | www.buy-sellapharmacy.com

Free. No obligation.
Completely Confidential!
• If you are talking with a buyer
(particularly a chain buyer), have an offer
on the table, haven’t signed anything
yet, TALK TO US LAST!!
• If you are contemplating a sale but
haven’t begun to consider the issues
involved, TALK TO US FIRST!!
• Either way, all conversations are
TOTALLY CONFIDENTIAL AND TOTALLY
WITHOUT OBLIGATION. THEY COST YOU
NOTHING!
Don’t be fooled by web sites or
advertisements that purport to tell you
EXACTLY HOW MUCH you are leaving on
the table. There are no absolutes when
selling a business and EVERYTHING is
negotiable.
Visit our website to view a list of references
that you can contact.

7 Nationwide Regional Specialists
Experienced. Exclusive.
Innovative Strategies!
Jack Collins, RPh.
203.395.6243
203.368.4432 (fax)
jackc@buy-sellapharmacy.com

Tony De Nicola, RPh.
860.868.1491
917.573.5292 (cell)
801.751.5685 (fax)
tonyd@buy-sellapharmacy.com

A 16-year track record of successfully completing
more than 500 independent pharmacy sales.
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DEA

I recommend using these services in
your pre employment screening and for
From page 1
your ongoing staff evaluations.
What is not noted in these sections
likely hood of an employee committing
of
these
DEA regulation is that fact that a
a drug security breach. The regulation
DEA
registrant,
whose location is handling
clearly states, “It is believed that conviction
Schedules
II
through V controlled
of crimes and unauthorized use of
substances,
can’t
hire a potential or
controlled substances are activities that
existing
employee
with
a felony conviction
are proper subjects for inquiry.” The advice
relating
to
controlled
substances.
Nor can
DEA notes in this section is to inquire with
a
DEA
registrant
hire
a
person
who
had a
courts and law enforcement agencies for
DEA
registration
revoked
or
surrendered
possible pending charges or convictions
for any person being considered to work for cause. This is clearly outline in 21CFR
in an area where access to controlled Section 1301.76 that covers “Other
Security Controls for Practitioners”.
substances clearly exist.
21CFR Section 1301.91 covers What does these sections of the DEA
the “Employee Responsibility to Report regulations have to do with your potential
Drug Diversion” covers the responsibility or existing employees? It means you can’t
of an employee to report diversion of hire or leave an existing employee who
controlled substances by fellow workers. has been convicted of a felony conviction
In many cases, pharmacy employees for a controlled substance violation. As a
had knowledge of fellow workers DEA registrant whose activities are in a
stealing controlled substances but never pharmacy setting, the regulation will not
reported it to their employer.
It is essential for pharmacy
employers or registrants to
develop an internal policy that
the diversion of controlled
substances may cause DEA to
close their pharmacy resulting
in the loss of employment.
21CFR Section 1301.92
covers the “Illicit Activities
by Employees” that outlines
employees stealing controlled
substances would subject
themselves to be prosecuted
by the state or federal
government, but it also states
that their employment status
is subject to suspension or
termination by the employer.
21CFR Section 1301.93
covers the “Sources of
Information for Employee
Checks” that recommends
inquiries
concerning
employee’s criminal records
be made through the local
law
enforcement
entities
or through the local DEA
office. Unfortunately, since
the publishing of this section,
DEA has stopped doing
criminal history checks of
employees handling controlled
substances. There are many
websites that can provide the
service at a reasonable charge.
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allow you to hire a pharmacist who had a
DEA registration revoked or had surrender
it for cause so be careful whom you hire.
Generally during a DEA audit and
inspection, DEA personnel will ask the
names and information of all employees
handling controlled substances. My
recommendation is to perform a criminal
history background check of all staff
(including your delivery personnel)
handling controlled substances as part of
a pre and post-employment agreement.
The post-employment agreement is
that a criminal history check will be done
every three years after being hired by
the DEA registrant. With regards to a
pharmacist who had or surrendered a
DEA registration for cause, you can’t hire
them either.
~ Carlos Aquino
Founder PharmaDiversion LLC
©2018 Carlos Aquino
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PSSNY President’s Message
From page 7

scrutiny on PBMs is apparent, and
the environment is ripe for change,
so we must continue to push forward
our agenda for PBM transparency,
licensure, regulation, and reform
where needed. NY State pharmacists
and PSSNY have been looked up to
as the leaders in this arena. We must
continue to take the ball and run with
it and pave the way for other states,
striving for a goal to serve as a national
model for change.
What is needed to accomplish
this? Said another way - what am I
asking of each of you?
• Ensure you are a member of
PSSNY and remain engaged

• Advocacy is important to the
advancement of our profession
as well as the sustainability of
pharmacy for patient access to
care.
o Attend lobby days
o Schedule in-district meetings
with current and especially new
legislators after elections are
final
• Support Pharmacists Fight Against
PBMs through contributions
• https://pssny.site-ym.com/page/
fightpbms
o Media, social media, news
stories,
media
consultant,
analytics consultant, lobbyists,
etc. all cost money. The PBM
campaign monies collected will
and have been, and will continue

to be, wisely spent.
• Attend the PSSNY Conferences
o Mid-Winter- January 25th – 27th
2019; Hilton Albany, NY
o Annual- June 28th – 30th, 2019;
Westchester Marriott
We appreciate all your on-going
efforts, but our fight is not over. Each
and every one of us must participate to
spread our message and finally RAISE
the PBM/Rx curtain, eliminate the
unfair business practices, and bring us
closer to true transparency.
Please contribute to PSSNY’s “Fight the
PBM” campaign to allow our continued
focus on shaping the profession and
viability of pharmacy.
Respectfully,
~ Debbi Barber
PSSNY President
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I CHOOSE A
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WHOLESALER
hdsmith.com | 888.552.2526

Helping You Care For Your Community
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